
HOW TO WRITE A NOTICE TO LEAVE WORK

Tips for Writing a Letter of Resignation. A resignation letter is a short letter formally advising your employer that you are
leaving your job. A letter of resignation is written to announce to human resources, superiors, and co-workers your intent
to leave your current position.

Be gracious. Provide reasons for leaving optional. If possible, find a convenient time to meet with your
employer. Keep it short and sweet. Resignation letter templates If you are still unsure about what to include in
your resignation letter, use one of the templates below. Each is designed to be the ideal tool no matter what
sort of job you happen to be resigning from. Travel Resignation Letter Template â€” This resignation letter
due to travel template has been created for those people who have given into their itchy feet and decided to
pack up and explore the world. Per the terms of my contract, my last day of work will be [date of your last
day]. In most cases, this meeting should take place with your direct supervisor. Be prepared for pushback.
Even if you think you can trust your colleagues, office gossip is inevitable and these things always seem to
have a way of getting out. To avoid your manager hearing about your resignation from someone else, make
sure you speak to them before telling any of your colleagues. For example, quitting your job suddenly and
without notice could leave your employer in a difficult situation. If there is some reason you cannot speak to
your direct supervisor, you could meet with an HR representative. Offer a kind comment for your current
employer upon finishing your resignation letter. Date on a letter It is important to include the date on the
resignation letter in the top left line above the address. Best wishes to you and all at [company name] in the
future. You want to maintain a good relationship with the employer, especially since you might have to ask
him or her for a letter of reference in the future. Example: I will do what I can to help make my leaving as easy
as possible for both the company and me. Kim Isaacs, Monster contributor How to write a resignation letter
Whether you're on your way to a great new position or unhappily leaving your employer for personal or
career-related reasons, you need to write a resignation letter. Learn how to write a resignation letter that keeps
you in good standing with your employer. You found a new job on Monster and are super-thrilledâ€”way to
go! Send or email a copy of the letter to your manager and to the Human Resources department. A resignation
letter expresses your intention to leave the company you currently work for. Your employer may also need the
time to post your former job and find the right candidate as a replacement. When you leave, it is customary to
give at least two weeks notice to your employer about your coming departure. Get it wrong and you could
leave with bad feelings â€” you never know when your paths may cross again. Particularly at the start of a new
year and a fresh outlook on the year ahead. Download the template compatible with Google Docs and Word
Online , or read the text version below. Resignation letter format Begin as you would any other formal letter,
suitably addressed and dated. Example: I have really appreciated my [number of years of employment] years
at [company name] and the opportunities that it brought me. Remain polite. It has been a pleasure working
with you and the team.


